CASE HISTORY

EnerSEAL† Introduc on Sets Records for Fewest
Trips and Fewest Days on Intermediate Sec on in
Reeves County
OVERVIEW
CHALLENGES
Hole issues including key seating
and washouts resulted in
extended time to drill
intermediate section
Poor drilling rates required
multiple bit trips

An operator working in Reeves County northwest of Pecos was experiencing a number of
issues drilling their 12 ¼” intermediate sec on. Previous wells required numerous trips for
bits and hole issues. The preceding well required 70 days to drill to the interval due to key
sea ng and mul ple ﬁshing opera ons.
AES Drilling Fluids recommended EnerSEAL for its superior hole cleaning capabili es and
thixotropic characteris cs to minimize washout. The salt-laden forma ons of the
intermediate sec on were drilled with ﬁeld brine, displacing to EnerSEAL for the remaining
half of the interval. Using op mized EnerSEAL proper es, the interval was drilled, cased and
cemented in 8 days without added trips.
The success of EnerSEAL resulted in its adop on as the standard for drilling intermediate
intervals for the operator in Reeves County.

SOLUTION
EnerSEAL MMH system to
minimize washout and improve
hole quality
Drill through salt zones with brine
and displace to EnerSEAL to drill
to interval depth
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RESULTS
▪ Interval drilled and cemented
in 8 days versus 70 days on
the previous well
▪ No issues drilling, running
casing, or cementing
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Interval Day
Plas c Viscosity, cP

Yield Point, lb/100 2

6 rev/min, degrees

Select rheological proper es while drilling with EnerSEAL

DETAILS
Mud weight ranged between 9.4 and 9.8 lbm/gal, increasing as needed for background gas.
The ﬁrst por on of the intermediate sec on was drilled from 2,336’ with ﬁeld brine to
5,000’. At 5,000’, well was displaced on the ﬂy to EnerSEAL using a 200 bbl spacer. Drilling
con nued without issue to total depth of 9,898’. While drilling with EnerSEAL, the system
was treated and maintained with a 6 rev/min reading between 18 and 23 degrees for hole
cleaning and loss preven on. The plas c viscosity ranged between 3 and 5 lb/100 2.
There were no issues tripping and running casing and the interval was cemented using a
two-stage opera on.
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